
The Future of Fencing

LIGHT   STYLE   VISION



In this brochure we aim to give you a taste of the wide range of 
stylish fencing systems and solutions that we offer. We have many 
options available, designed to meet modern tastes and requirements.

Our stylish range includes Marano® aluminium fence slats and Rinato™  
polymer boards, both of which come in a range of contemporary colours and  
stunning finishes ideal for privacy gates infills and fence panels. What could be  
better than no maintenance.

Our friendly staff are always pleased to offer help and advice about all our  
products and welcome any enquiries you may have. We keep large stocks  
and have an efficient delivery service.

To make life simple, you can order online, over the phone or call into  
your local branch.

We look forward to being of service.

Welcome
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Marano® Aluminium Fence Slats
4 stylish designs

Aluminium fence slats provide a long lasting, lightweight, 
 low maintenance, easy to work with perimeter solution.  

Marano® is easy to install and produces stunning  
results that will last for years.



Marano® Convex

Our profiled convex slats come in 2 contemporary colours,  
Golden Oak wood effect and Anthracite and fit easily to any post.   
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Marano® Stripe

These double-sided slats have one side smooth and the  
other grooved, allowing you to alternate the faces to  

produce differing effects. Their tongue and groove  
design makes them quick and easy to assemble.



ElementsMarano® Elements

Our most versatile system yet which enables you to create unique  
styles with the use of double-sided slats and the choice of acrylic  
infills or anodised aluminium strips.



Marano® Breeze
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Breeze is our easy to install slatted kit for 1.2 and  
1.8m fence heights. Its discrete fixing system  

gives you the perfect finish.



Rinato™ Polymer Fence & Gate Boards
The look of wood without the hassle

Experience the beauty of wood with the benefits of  
polymer. A stunning high-quality board that’s long lasting, 
low maintenance and perfect for use as privacy gate infills 
or fence panels.



ROSPA Bow Top Gates & Fencing

Parkland Gates & Fencing Estate Gates & Fencing

Fencing Products available from stock 9

Mesh SystemsRoll Top

Fleur De Lis Gates & Fencing



GRP Palisade Gates & Fencing

Site Gates

Mesh Gates

Palisade Gates & Fencing

Fencing Products available from stock

Crash Barrier

Fencing Products available from stock



Stock FencingSecurity Fencing Bollards

Spin Guard
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Pedestrian Barrier

Chain Link

We stock over 9,200 products. Here is just a small sample of our range

Vehicle Barriers
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